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Goals: research, capacity, empowerment, structure
Themes: governance, health, livelihoods, natural resources
Contexts: highland-lowland, semi-arid, urban & peri-urban
Source: www.north.south.unibe.ch
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¾ Iteration between modes of research
¾ Recursive research process
¾ System, target and transformation knowledge 
¾ Contextuality and generalisation
¾ Long-term partnerships and alliances
Dealing with the complexity of sustainability 
through transdisciplinary research partnerships
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Number of affiliations to development interventions per stakeholder
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Implementation of national-level expenditures 
by different Lao minsitries 2003-2005
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Improving impacts of development research 
through a transdisciplinary programme approach
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Improving impacts of development research 
through a transdisciplinary programme approach
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